Abstract--We show how it is possible to choose, in an adequate manner, the parameters a, b, and rn of the linear congruential generator, Xn+l = (a. xn +b) modm, in order to maximize the period of the generated series of pseudo-random numbers, in such a manner that the period obtained is close to the theoretical upper bound of rn!.
INTRODUCTION
In many scientific fields, it is necessary to use sequences of pseudo-random numbers to develop techniques such as location of primary sound by means of radars, cryptographic procedures, or Monte Carlo simulations. There are many procedures to generate such sequences, see [1] for a review, which apart from appropriate randomness properties should have a long enough period for the incumbent application. The sequence obtained from the linear eongruential generator, 9Cn+ 1 : (a.x n @ b) modm, has properties that make it specially attractive for an extensive use, both from the statistical point of view and due to the possibility of obtaining sufficiently long periods if the parameters a, b, m are conveniently chosen, see [1] . A key property resides in the fact that the number of operations needed per bit generated is small. On the other hand, its main disadvantage is that the generated sequences are predictable [2, 3] , suggesting that this generator is not adequate for cryptographic purposes. However, in those applications where random behavior is simulated, such as the search of big prime numbers, where it is necessary to check if a number is composed or "probably" prime, this generator can be certainly used. In this paper, we shall present a generator that allows us to overcome such faults, because its configuration is capable of breaking the natural order in the generation of random numbers and allows us to approach a large period length, close to the theoretical upper bound of m! and, hence, higher than that of combined generators, [4] . Moreover, as it is a nonlinear generator, it defies analytic attack.
BASIC RESULTS AND PRELIMINARIES
Let us recall that if F is a set with a finite number of elements, a generator of F is an algorithm that obtains a sequence of elements of F. A sequence {xn}n>_0 is periodic if there exists k, such that x~+k = xn for all n C N. For a periodic sequence, the set of numbers k satisfying the above condition constitutes a subset of N-{0}. If A is the smallest element of that subset, the subsequence xo,xl,... ,xa-1 is called a period of {x~}~_>0 and A is called the length of that period. We say that {x~}~>_o is ahnost periodic if there exists m E N, such that the sequence {x~}~_>m is periodic. In this case, the smallest number # satisfying this condition is called the entrance index to the period. It is said that {F, f, x0} is of maximum period if the period length is equal to I FI.
In the sequel, we shall concentrate in single-step generators, that is, those that can be written as Xn+l = f(x,~), where f is a mapping f : F ~ F and F is a finite set. We shall interpret the generator of F as an algorithm that produces the sequence {x~}n_>0 of elements of F and we shall denote it by {F, f, x0}.
As the set F is finite, there are h, k, with h < k, such that Xh = xk. Applying f, we have that Xh+~ = xk+~, therefore, k -h is the period of the sequence {Xi}i>_h. If xi = xj for j > i, as {xz}t_>~ is periodic for i _> #, then j -i -0 (modA). We have the following simple result. For that purpose, we define the following polynomial with integer coefficients for k > 1, 
It is important to remark that for f to be of length cycle rn, fixed points should not exist. For the sake of simplicity, let b = 1. Then, the equation x = a • x + a has a unique solution if a ¢ 1 (mod m). Hence, in order to f wilt not have a fixed point, it is necessary that a -1(rood m). But, in this case, Sk(x) --0(rood k) and f~ = e, where e is the identity element. Following this reasoning, it is not difficult to prove the following. The single-step generator that we have seen cannot generate sequences with period longer than IF[. Our objective is to design a generator whose period length is close to the theoretical boundary m!, the order of a symmetric group with m elements. It is well known that if the order of the cyclic group (f) generated by f satisfies I(f}l = s, given x c Zm, we have that either x is a fixed point of certain element of (f) (in this case, we denote x by XF), or the set H~ = {x, f(x),..., ff-l(x)} contains exactly s dements. Moreover, it is also possible to find a sequence Xl, x2,..., xl E Z,~, such that 
GENERATION OF PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS LINEAR CONGRUENCES
Generation based on the expression, AND xn+l = (a.x~ + b)modm,
depends on four parameters, a, b, m, and x0. The parameters in expression (1) can be divided in two categories, 1. parameters a, b, m, providing a maximum length generator, 2. parameters a, b, rn, which do not provide a maximum length generator.
The first case is thoroughly considered in [5] . Here, we shall carry out the analysis of the second option, concentrating on the case where m is a prime number. To do so, we shall use the following weE-known results that summarize part of what was mentioned in the previous section. (1) to not surpass the 31-bit threshold, it is possible to use Schrage's decomposition [6] . This is based on the fact that any integer number of 31 bits can be expressed 
In order to select a, we follow the recommendations of [5] and impose that a and m satisfy the conditions, 0.01rn < a < 0.99m.
Also, in order to satisfy the serial correlation criterion, see [5] , parameters a and rn should be such that the partial quotients of a/rn must be small, so that the Dedekind sums a(a, b, rn) and the serial correlation coefficient, 
where
Substituting in (3) the lower bounds of (4) and (.5) we obtain the following equation for rn, m 2-rn+ L k.rnj,102-(2 a2-1),102_<0.
Solving this equation for integer numbers, we can obtain rn -655339 as a valid value for this parameter. In a similar way, we obtain an equation for the upper bounds for the parameters a and b. In consequence, the choice of rn is restricted. For a generator of maximum period, the only way to increase the period length is to increase the value of the parameter rn, which is bounded, or use a combination of generators. In our case, the following procedures can be followed in order to achieve a long period. As we have I subsets, the simplest way to form the series is the following. Introduce a seed z0 for the i TM subset, generate all the numbers :c belonging to this ith subset, take a seed z0 from the following subset i + 1 and so forth until all the z0 from all the I subsets have been used. In this manner, we can obtain all the m values of x in the interval from 0 to m -1, including the value of XF. Therefore, it is possible to produce a sequence whose generation depends on the following.
1. The order in which we go through the subsets. The number of possible variations is l!, hence, the period length will be 1!. m.
2. The choice of seed z0 in each subset. The number of combinations for the choice of the initial value is s t, hence, the period length will be l! • m • s l.
3. The type of process we use to choose the number of elements in each subset. This process is carried out so that the uniform law of distribution of z in the interval between 0 and m -1 holds. In consequence, the period length will be l! • m. m!/(s!) l.
In this way, for the chosen parameters a, b, m, we can generate not only a sequence (as in the generator of complete period case) but many different sequences. Therefore, it is possible to come closer to the theoretical upper bound of m! elements. If, for instance, I = 2 • 11 = 22, we determine s = (655337-1)/22 = 29778. The period length for each generation from 1 to 3 will be the following. The results of the calculations made for this value m in four examples are gathered in Table 1 , where x0[i] are the solutions of (2) previously ordered.
The generator with the parameters mentioned above has been subject to a series of statistical tests. They do not suffice to judge statistical properties, therefore, in order to use the the generator in an extensive way in practical cases it would be more appropriate to try it with batteries of 15 or more significant tests, see [7] , to allow for a more justified choice of the parameters a, b. Each criterion is applied to the following sequence of real numbers between 0 and 1, x0, xl,..., (6) which are assumed to be statistically independent and uniformly distributed. Some criteria are suitable for integer numbers but they are not so for sequence (6) . In this case, instead of the above sequence, we can use YO,Yl,...,
defined by 
CONCLUSIONS
Our generator is, in some sense, a model for certain approaches. The restrictions for parameters a, b, m are very general and can be substituted by others or simply eliminated in future computer platforms. If, for instance, parameter rn is a large prime number, then the factorization of the number m -1 would become complex. Consequently, all tile estimates and reconstructions of other parameters depending on parameter m may be inefficient. The key is the vector of seeds of each interval, 
